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Necessary and sufficient conditions in order that two Kre@$ n space isometries
whose defect subspaces are Hilbert spaces admit commuting unitary Hilbert space
extensions are discussed. Three particular cases are considered. In each of them a
description of the set of commuting unitary Hilbert space extensions is presented
and uniqueness conditions are given as well. The results are applied to the Kre@$ n
Langer problem in the band.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Introduction
Let V1 , V2 be isometries acting in a Kre@$ n space H with domains D1 , D2
and ranges R1 , R2 , respectively. Assume that D1 , D2 , R1 and R2 are regular
subspaces of H such that V n1D2 , V
n
1R2 D1 , for all n0. Under these
hypothesis it is clear that if V1 and V2 admit commuting unitary extensions
then (V n1 V2 h, V2k) H =(V
n
1h, k) H , for all n # N and h, k # D2 . It is an
open question whether the reciprocal is true. In attempting to answer this
question we find techniques that work for those pairs of isometries V1 , V2
whose defect subspaces HD1 , HD2 , HR1 , HR2 are Hilbert
spaces. In this case we are concerned with minimal commuting unitary
Hilbert space extensions, that is, with triples (U1 , U2 , F), where F is a
Kre@$ n space containing H as regular subspace such that FH is a
Hilbert space, and U1 , U2 are a pair of unitary operators verifying
Ui | D i=Vi (i=1, 2) and U1 U2=U2U1 , such that F coincides with the
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closed linear span of all the subspaces U n1U
m
2 H for n and m integer num-
bers. In this paper we consider three particular cases. Section 2 is devoted
to discuss the case when one of the two isometries is supposed to be a
unitary operator which lets the domain and the range of the other one
invariant. In Section 3 we assume that one of the two isometries is a
unitary operator but no further conditions are imposed. In Section 4 we
consider the general case when no one of the two isometries is required to
be a unitary operator. In each case we find necessary and sufficient condi-
tions in order that the set of commuting unitary Hilbert space extensions
is nonvoid, we give a description of its essentially different elements in
terms of operator-valued Schur functions, and we determine when the set
is constituted by an essentially unique element. In the Hilbert space setting
the problems were studied, independently and from somehow different
points of view, amongst so many, by A. Kora nyi [Ko], R. Arocena [Ar]
and the second author of this note [Mo1], [Mo2].
Commutation properties, as those discussed in the paper, are required in
order to assure the determinateness of Kre@$ n type continuation problems.
In Section 5 we consider the Kre@$ nLanger problem in the band. More
precisely, we show that a continuous }-indefinite function defined on
(&2a, 2a)_R, 0<a<, has a continuous }-indefinite extension on R2.
We also give a non-uniqueness criterion and a parametrization of the
extensions in terms of operator-valued holomorphic functions. We refer the
reader to [FK] and [Fr] for the case of positive definite operator-valued
functions on (&2a, 2a)_G, with G a locally compact Abelian group, to
[Br] for the case of positive definite functions on the rectangle
(&2a, 2a)_(&2b, 2b), and to [KL] for the case of }-indefinite functions
on (&2a, 2a). Therein further references and some historical comments
about the continuation problems can be found.
1. Background and Notation
Familiarity with Kre@$ n space operator theory is presumed. We refer the
reader to [An], [AI], [Bo], [IKL] and [DR] for details about indefinite
inner product spaces and to [DR] for a painstaking treatment of the Kre@$ n
space extensions of the Hilbert space notions of defect operators, minimal
isometric dilations and minimal unitary dilations. In this section we fix the
notation, and, for the sake of a selfcontained treatment, we recall some
basic notions and results from the theory of Kre@$ n spaces and operators on
them. We remark that the standard Hilbert space notation is reserved for
Kre@$ n spaces, whence all notions are to be taken in their Kre@$ n space ver-
sions unless otherwise mentioned. We use N and Z for the set of positive
integers and the set of all integers, respectively. The symbol C stands for
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the set of all complex numbers and the symbol D for the open unit disk in
the complex plane, that is, D=[z # C: |z|<1].
A Kre@$ n space is a linear space H equipped with an indefinite inner
product (a hermitian sesquilinear form) ( } , } )H such that there exist two
linear subspaces H+ and H& with the following properties:
(i) H is the direct algebraic sum of H+ and H&;
(ii) (H+, H&)H =[0];
(iii) (H+, ( } , } )H ) and (H&, &( } , } )H ) are Hilbert spaces.
A fundamental decomposition of a Kre@$ n space H is an orthogonal direct
sum representation H=H+H&, where H\ are subspaces as those in
the above definition. In general fundamental decompositions are not
unique. However, if H=H+ H&=H+1 H
&
1 , then dim (H
\)=
dim (H\1 )=}
\(H). If }&(H)=}<, H is said to be a Pontryagin
space or 6}-space.
A fundamental decomposition H=H+H& yields a Hilbert space
inner product. Namely, if P\ are the orthogonal projections from H onto
H\ and J=P+&P&, then the Hilbert space inner product of h, h$ # H is
given by (Jh, h$)H . The operator J is called fundamental symmetry or
signature operator.
As with fundamental decompositions, a fundamental symmetry J is not
necessarily unique. Nevertheless, the quadratic norms on the Hilbert spaces
associated with any two fundamental symmetries are equivalent and,
hence, generate the same topology. All topological notions on a Kre@$ n
space are to be understood with respect to that norm topology.
If [L#]# # 1 is a family of linear subspaces of a Kre@$ n space H, we write
# # 1L# to indicate their closed linear span.
A vector h # H is negative if (h, h)H 0. A subspace N is negative if all
its vectors are negative; N is maximal negative if it is not a proper sub-
space of any negative subspace. Fix a fundamental symmetry J on H and
let & } &J denote the quadratic norm on the Hilbert space associated with J.
A subspace M is said to be uniformly negative if there exists a constant
;>0 such that, for all h # M, (h, h)H &;&h&2J ; M is maximal uniformly
negative if it is not contained in any larger uniformly negative subspace.
The analogous notions with ‘‘negative’’ replaced by ‘‘positive’’ may likewise
be defined. Negative and positive subspaces are called definite. We point
out that M is maximal (uniformly) negative if and only if M= is maximal
(uniformly) positive, and that M is maximal uniformly negative if and only
if M= is a Hilbert space.
A regular subspace of a Kre@$ n space H is a closed subspace which is itself
a Kre@$ n space in the inner product inherited from H. A projection on H
is a continuous operator P such that P=P*=P2. The regular subspaces
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are precisely those that are ranges of projections. We write PHL to indicate
the orthogonal projection from the Kre@$ n space H onto the regular sub-
space L. If a subspace LH contains a maximal uniformly definite sub-
space of H then L turns out to be a regular subspace. Moreover, amongst
the closed definite subspaces of H, only those that are uniformly definite
are regular.
If T is a linear operator defined on a linear subspace of a Kre@$ n space
H with values in a Kre@$ n space K, then by dom(T), ran(T ) and ker (T )
we indicate the domain, the range and the kernel of T, respectively. By
L(H, K) we denote the set of all everywhere defined and continuous
linear operators from the Kre@$ n space H into the Kre@$ n space K. We use
L(H) instead of L(H, H).
A linear operator T: H  K is said to be a contraction if, for all h # H,
(Th, Th)K (h, h)H .
If both T and its adjoint T* are contractions, then T is called a bicontrac-
tion.
We term isometry any linear operator V such that, for all h, h$ # dom(V),
(Vh, Vh$)K =(h, h$)H .
The isometry V is said to be a unitary operator or isomorphism from H
onto K whenever dom(V )=H and ran(V )=K. We remark that an
isometry need not necessarily be continuous. An isometry with regular
domain is continuous if and only if the range is regular. In particular, any
unitary operator is continuous, and the range of any isometry
V # L(H, K) is a regular subspace of K.
A linear operator A on H with dom(A)=H, is called symmetric if, for
any h, h$ # dom(A),
(Ah, h$)H=(h, Ah$)H .
If A is a symmetric operator on H, then A/A*, in the sense that
dom(A)dom(A*) and Ah=A*h for all h # dom(A). From this and from
the fact that A* is a closed operator, it follows that each symmetric
operator admits a minimal closed symmetric extension, moreover, it is
easily seen that A** is the closure of A. A linear operator A on H with
dom(A)=H, is said to be selfadjoint if A=A*, that is, dom(A)=
dom(A*) and Ah=A*h for all h # dom(A). In particular, every selfadjoint
operator is symmetric and closed.
Kre@$ n space isometric and symmetric operators are connected by the so
called Cayley transform. Let A be a symmetric operator on the Kre@$ n space
H, |=|=1, and ‘{‘ . If ‘ is not an eigenvalue of A, then the Cayley
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transform of A is the linear operator V with dom(V)=ran(A&‘) and
ran(V)=ran(A&‘ ) given by
V(A&‘) h==(A&‘ ) h, h # dom(A).
The operator V is isometric and (V&=) dom(V)=H; furthermore, V is
invertible if and only if ‘ is not an eigenvalue of A, it is closed if and only
if A is closed, and it is unitary if and only if A is selfadjoint. Conversely,
let V be an isometry on H, |=|=1, and ‘{‘ . If (V&=) dom(V)=H, then
the Cayley transform of V is the linear operator A with dom(A)=
ran(V&=) and ran(A)=ran(‘V&‘ =) given by
A(V&=) h=(‘V&‘ =) h, h # dom(V).
The operator A is symmetric and ‘ is not an eigenvalue of A.
Two Kre@$ n spaces H and K are said to be weakly isomorphic if there
exists an isometry from a dense subspace of H onto a dense subspace of
K. Such an isometry is called a weak isomorphism from H into K. A weak
isomorphism may not have a continuous extension to all of H but it can
be extended to an isomorphism from H onto K if either the domain or the
range contains a maximal uniformly definite subspace.
Let T # L(H). A (strong) unitary dilation of T is a pair (U , H ), where
H is a Kre@$ n space containing H as regular subspace, and U # L(H ) is a
unitary operator such that
T n=PHHU
n | H , T*n=PHHU
&n | H , n # N.
A unitary dilation (U , H ) of T is said to be minimal if H =n # Z U nH.
Two minimal unitary dilations (U , H ) and (U $, H $) are said to be
isomorphic if there exists a unitary operator , from H onto H $ such that
, | H =1 and ,U =U $,. As a special case of [AI, Chapter 5, Theorem 3.4],
it is known that any given T # L(H) has at least one minimal unitary dila-
tion. If T is a bicontraction, then any two minimal unitary dilations of T
are isomorphic.
If V is an isometry such that dom(V) and ran(V) are regular subspaces
of the same Kre@$ n space H, then its defect subspaces are defined as
N=Hdom(V), M=Hran(V).
Let V be an isometry on H whose defect subspaces are Hilbert spaces. A
unitary Hilbert space extension of V is a pair (U, F), where F is a Kre@$ n
space containing H as regular subspace such that FH is a Hilbert
space, and U # L(F) is a unitary operator such that U | dom(V)=V. A
unitary Hilbert space extension of V is minimal if F=n # Z UnH. Two
minimal unitary Hilbert space extensions (U, F) and (U$, F$) are said to
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be isomorphic if there is a unitary operator ,: F  F$ such that , | H=1
and ,U=U$,. We denote the set of all minimal unitary Hilbert space
extensions of V by U (V, H). The set U (V, H) is known to be nonvoid.
Lemma 1.1 below yields a distinguished element in U (V, H).
Lemma 1.1. Let H be a Kre@$ n space, and let V be an isometry on H.
Suppose that the defect subspaces of V are Hilbert spaces. Then T=VPHdom(V)
is a continuous bicontraction operator on H, and the minimal unitary dila-
tion (U , H ) of T belongs to U (V, H). In particular, U (V, H) is nonempty.
With each (U, F) # U (V, H) we may associate an operator-valued
analytic function, 3(U, F )(z), given by
3(U, F )(z)=PFM U(1&zP
F
FHU)
&1 | N =PFM(1&zUP
F
FH)
&1 U | N . (1.1)
It turns out that 3(U, F )(z) belongs to the Schur class S(N, M), that is,
3(U, F )(z) is an L(N, M)-valued function which is defined and analytic on
all of D and, for each z # D, 3(U, F )(z) is a contraction. The principal tool
of the paper is given by the following result.
Lemma 1.2. The mapping
: (U, F) # U (V, H) [ 3(U, F )(z) # S(N, M)
establishes, up to isomorphism, a bijection between U (V, H) and S(N, M).
Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 are presented in [DMS] where a complete study of
U (V, H) is carried out by means of a Schur type analysis. The proof of
Lemma, 1.1 is straightforward. Lemma 1.2 can be derived as a particular
case of [DLS, Theorem 1.1].
To conclude we introduce the following notation: for a unitary operator
U # L(H), H a Kre@$ n space, and two Hilbert spaces N, MH, the sym-
bol SU (N, M) stands for the class of all S(N, M)-functions 3(z) such
that 3(z)U | N =U3(z) for all z # D.
2. Case 1
We assume that V1 and V2 are two isometries acting in a Kre@$ n space
H whose domains, D1 and D2 , and ranges, R1 and R2 , are regular sub-
spaces of H. By U (V1 , V2 , H) we denote the set of all minimal commuting
unitary Hilbert space extensions of the given triple (V1 , V2 , H), that is, the
set of all the triples (U1 , U2 , F), where F is a Kre@$ n space that contains
H as regular subspace such that FH is a Hilbert space, and U1 , U2 are
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two unitary operators on F satisfying Ui | D i=Vi (i=1, 2) and U1U2=
U2 U1 , such that the minimality condition, (n, m) # Z2 U n1 U
m
2 H=F, holds.
We recall that the problem which we are concerned with consists in deter-
mining whether U (V1 , V2 , H) is nonempty. In this section we tackle the
problem in the easiest case, that is, the case when V1 : H  H is a unitary
operator (D1=R1=H), and D2 and R2 are V1-invariant. We also assume
that the defect subspaces of V2 , N2=HD2 and M2=HR2 , are
Hilbert subspaces of H. Starting from this section and in the sequel we will
freely use the results presented in the previous section as well as the nota-
tion introduced therein.
The assumption that N2 and M2 are Hilbert spaces implies, by
Lemma 1.1, that U (V2 , H){<. By Lemma 1.2, (U2 , F) [
 3(U2 , F )(z)=
PFM2 U2(1&zP
F
FH U2)
&1 | N2 is, up to isomorphism, a bijective corres-
pondence between U (V2 , H) and the Schur class S(N2 , M2). If (U 2 , H )
is the minimal unitary dilation of V2PHD2 , then it is readily seen that its
corresponding S(N2 , M2)-function is 3(U 2 , H )(z)#0. The above discussion
can be summarized in the following result.
Lemma 2.1. The minimal unitary dilation (U 2 , H ) of V2 PHD2 is, up to
isomorphism, the unique element of U (V2 , H) such that 3(U 2 , H )(z)#0.
With each (U2 , F) # U (V2 , H) we can associate, besides of 3(U2 , F )(z),
another operator-valued analytic function, say _(U2 , F )(z), defined by
_(U2 , F )(z)=P
F
H U2(1&zU2)
&1 | H (2.1)
for all those z # D such that 1&zU2 is completely invertible.
Lemma 2.2. Let (U2 , F) # U (V2 , H). Then
_(U2 , F )(z)=(V2 P
F
D2
+3(U2 , F )(z) P
F
N2
)
_[1&z(V2PFD2+3(U2 , F )(z) P
F
N2
)]&1 | H
for all z # D in the domain of holomorphy of _(U2 , F )(z).
Proof. Given (U2 , F) # U (V2 , H), put H0=FH, so that
3(U2 , F )(z)=P
F
M2
U2(1&zPFH0 U2)
&1 | N2 , z # D.
Let z # D be in the domain of holomorphy of _(U2 , F )(z). Since
U2(H0 N2)=H0 M2 and U2 | D2=V2 , then
PFHU2(1&zP
F
H0
U2)&1 | H =V2PFD2 | H +P
F
M2
U2(1&zPFH0 U2)
&1PFN2 | H
=V2PFD2 | H +3(U, F )(z)P
F
N2
| H .
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It follows that
(1&zPFH0 U2)(1&zU2)
&1 | H
=[(1&zU2)(1&zPFH0 U2)
&1]&1 | H
=[(1&zPFH0 U2&zP
F
HU2)(1&zP
F
H0
U2)&1]&1 | H
=[1&zPFH U2(1&zP
F
H0
U2)&1]&1 | H
=[1&z(V2 PFD2 | H +3(U, F )(z)P
F
N2
)]&1 | H .
Therefore
_(U2 , F )(z)
=PFH U2(1&zU2)
&1 | H
=PFH U2(1&zP
F
H0
U2)&1(1&zPFH0 U2)(1&zU2)
&1 | H
=(V2 PFD2+3(U2 , F )(z)P
F
N2
)[1&z(V2PFD2+3(U2 , F )(z)P
F
N2
)]&1 | H . K
Lemma 2.3. Let (U2 , F) # U (V2 , H). Let F0 be the linear span of all
the subspaces U n2H, n # Z. Let W1 be the mapping defined on F0 by
W1U n2 h=U
n
2 V1 h, n # Z, h # H.
Then W1 is a weak isomorphism on F if and only if _(U2 , F )(z) V1=
V1_ (U2 , F )(z) for all z # D in the domain of holomorphy of _(U2 , F )(z), and,
when this is the case, W1 is continuous and W1 is a unitary operator on F
which extends V1 and commutes with U2 .
Proof. We remark that the domain and the range of W1 coincide with
F0 , which is a dense subspace of F. Hence W1 is a weak isomorphism on
F if and only if W1 is isometric. In the present case the condition of being
isometric means that, for all n # N and h, k # H,
(U n2V1h, V1k)F=(U
n
2h, k)H ,
that is, that for all n # N,
PFH U
n
2V1=V1P
F
H U
n
2 | H . (2.2)
Since PFH U
n+1
2 | H is the n-th Fourier coefficient of _ (U2 , F )(z)(n=0, 1, 2, . . .),
(2.2) really says that _(U2 , F )(z) and V1 commute for all z # D in the
domain of holomorphy of _(U2 , F )(z).
Let us now assume that W1 is a weak isomorphism. The continuity of
W1 follows from the relation HF0 and the fact that FH is a Hilbert
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space, since a weak isomorphism is continuous if the orthogonal comple-
ment of either the domain or the range is a Hilbert space. Clearly,
W1| H=V1 and W1U2=U2W1. Hence W1 is a unitary extension of V1 to
all of F which commutes with U2 . K
From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, the following result is an immediate conse-
quence of Lemma 2.3.
Corollary 2.4. Let (U 2 , H ) be the minimal unitary dilation of V2 PHD2 .
Let H 0 be the linear span of all the subspaces U n2 H, n # Z. Let U1 be the
mapping defined on H 0 by
U1U n2 h=U
n
2V1h, n # Z, h # H. (2.3)
Then U1 is a weak isomorphism on H if and only if V2V1 | D2=V1 V2 , and,
when this is the case, U1 is continuous and U1 is a unitary operator on H
which extends V1 and commutes with U 2 .
Next we state the main result of the section. Before we introduce a defini-
tion. Two triples (U1 , U2 , F), (U$1 , U$2 , F$) # U (V1 , V2 , H) are said to be
isomorphic if there exists a unitary operator ,: F  F$ such that , | H=1
and ,Ui=U$i , (i=1, 2). We also recall that SV1(N2 , M2) is the class of all
S(N2 , M2)-functions 3(z) such that 3(z)V1 | N2=V13(z), z # D.
Theorem 2.5. Let H be a Kre@$ n space. Let V1 be a unitary operator on
H, and let V2 : D2  R2 be an isometry such that D2 and R2 are regular sub-
spaces of H. Assume that D2 and R2 are V1 -invariant and that the defect
subspaces of V2 , N2 and M2 , are Hilbert subspaces of H. Then:
(a) U (V1 , V2 , H){< if and only if V2V1 | D2=V1V2 .
(b) The mapping
F: U (V1 , V2 , H)  SV1(N2 , M2),
given by
F (U1 , U2 , F)=PFM2 U2(1&zP
F
FHU2)
&1 | N2 ,
is, up to isomorphism, a bijection between U (V1 , V2 , H) and the class
SV1(N2 , M2).
(c) There is only one element in U (V1 , V2 , H), up to isomorphic
copy, if and only if any of the following conditions holds:
(I) N2=[0];
(II) M2=[0];
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(III) if T # L(N2 , M2) is a contraction such that TV1 | N2=V1T then
T#0.
Proof. Let us assume that U (V1 , V2 , H){< and let (U1 , U2 , F)
belong to U (V1 , V2 , H). Then Ui | D i=Vi (i=1, 2) and U1 U2=U2U1 .
Since D2 and R2 are supposed to be V1-invariant, it follows that
V2V1 | D2=U2V1 | D2=U2U1 | D2=U1 U2 | D2=U1 V2=V1V2 .
Conversely, let us assume that V2V1 | D2=V1V2 . Let (U 2 , H ) be the mini-
mal unitary dilation of V2PHD2 . Then, by Corollary 2.4, the unitary operator
U 1=U1, with U1 as in (2.3), verifies that (U 1 , U 2 , H ) # U (V1 , V2 , H).
This shows that U (V1 , V2 , H){< and completes the proof of (a).
Let (U1 , U2 , F) # U (V1 , V2 , H). Clearly, (U2 , F) is a unitary exten-
sion of V2 . Moreover, since FH is a Hilbert space and F=
(n, m) # Z2 U n1 U
m
2 H=n # Z U
n
2H, we have that (U2 , F) # U (V2 , H). Let
3(z)=3(U2 , F )(z) be the S(N2 , M2)-function associated with (U2 , F) by
means of (1.1). From the definitions it is immediate that
F (U1 , U2 , F)=3(z). Next we show that 3(z) # SV1(N2 , M2), namely, that
3(z) is an S(N2 , M2)-function which verifies
3(z) V1 | N2=V13(z), z # D. (2.4)
Let us note that U1 is a unitary operator on F such that
U1U n2 h=U
n
2V1 h, n # Z, h # H. (2.5)
From this and by applying Lemma 2.3, we conclude that _(U2 , F )(z) V1=
V1_ (U2 , F )(z) for _(U2 , F )(z) as in (2.1) and z # D in the domain of
holomorphy of _(U2 , F )(z). In view of Lemma 2.2 and using that
V2V1 | D2=V1V2 , we get (2.4). The arguments show that if (U1 , U2 , F) #
U (V1 , V2 , H) then F (U1 , U2 , F) is a function in SV1(N2 , M2). Moreover,
according to Lemma 1.2, F (U1 , U2 , F) is uniquely determined by
(U2 , F), up to isomorphism. Whence, if (U$1 , U$2 , F$) is another element
in U (V1 , V2 , H) such that F (U1 , U2 , F)=3(U2 , F )(z)#3 (U$2 , F$)(z)=
F (U$1 , U$2 , F$), there exists a unitary operator ,: F  F$ such that
, | H =1 and ,U2=U$2,. Since U$1 is determined by (U$2 , F$) by the
corresponding version of (2.5), we also have that ,U1=U$1,. This proves
that F is one-to-one, up to isomorphism. To conclude the proof of (b) it
remains to verify that F is onto. Let 3(z) belong to SV1(N2 , M2) and let
(U 32 , F
3) be the unitary extension of V2 in U (V2 , H) determined by 3(z)
according to Lemma 1.2. By applying Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we get a unitary
operator U 31 # L(F
3) such that (U 31 , U
3
2 , F
3) # U (V1 , V2 , H) and
F (U 31 , U
3
2 , F
3)=3(z).
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The proof of (c) does not involve arguments which depend on the
indefiniteness of the Kre@$ n space inner product. For the proof (in the
Hilbert space case) we refer the reader to [Mo1]. K
3. Case 2
In this section V1 is still supposed to be a unitary operator on H but,
for what concerns V2 , it is only assumed that its defect subspaces, N2 and
M2 , are Hilbert subspaces of H. Our approach for this case consists in
carrying the present situation to that given in Case 1. This can be done by
replacing V2 by an isometry V$2 such that the triple (V1 , V$2 , H) fulfills all
the conditions of Theorem 2.5.
The relation
(V n1V2h, V2k)H=(V
n
1h, k)H , n # N, h, k # D2 , (3.1)
will play a fundamental role in justifying our method. In fact, according to
Lemma 3.1 below, the method applies whenever (3.1) is assumed to hold
true.
Lemma 3.1. Consider the linear subspaces
D$2= 
n # Z
V n1D2 , R$2= 
n # Z
V n1R2 ,
and let W2 be the mapping defined on the linear span of V n1 D2 , n # Z, by
W2V n1 h=V
n
1V2h, n # Z, h # D2 .
Then:
(a) D$2 and R$2 are V1-invariant regular subspaces of H.
(b) W2 is a weak isomorphism from D$2 into R$2 if and only if (3.1)
holds, and, when this is the case, W2 is continuous and V$2=W2 is an
isometry on H with domain D$2 and range R$2 such that:
(i) the defect subspaces of V$2 are Hilbert subspaces of H;
(ii) V$2 | D2=V2 ;
(iii) V$2V1 | D$2=V1V$2 ;
(iv) U (V1 , V$2 , H){<;
(v) U (V1 , V2 , H)=U (V1 , V$2 , H), and, therefore, U (V1 , V2 , H)
{<.
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Proof. Since D2 D$2 and N2 is a Hilbert space, it follows that the
orthogonal complement of D$2 is a Hilbert subspace of H, and, hence, a
regular subspace. Then D$2 is a regular subspace itself, and, therefore, a
Kre@$ n space. Analogously, R$2 can be shown to be a Kre@$ n space. The
invariance under V1 of both D$2 and R$2 follows straightforward from the
definitions. This shows (a).
It is clear that (3.1) means that W2 is isometric. Since W2 is a weak
isomorphism from D$2 into R$2 if and only if W2 is isometric, we get that
(3.1) is a necessary and sufficient condition in order that W2 is a weak
isomorphism. From the discussion involving D$2 and R$2 it follows that
D$2 D2 and R$2R2 are Hilbert spaces. From this and by an argument
similar to that exhibited in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we can easily establish
that if W2 is a weak isomorphism then W2 is continuous.
By construction, V$2 : D$2  R$2 is an isometry which verifies (i)(iii).
Since V$2 fullfills the conditions imposed in Case 1 (statement (a) and
property (i)) as well as the relation V$2V1 | D$2=V1V$2 (property (iii)), we
may apply Theorem 2.5, (a), yielding (iv). To complete the proof of (b) it
remains to see whether (v) holds. Let (U1 , U2 , F) # U (V1 , V2 , H). Then
U2 | D$2=V$2 , since, for all n # Z and h # D2 ,
U2 V n1 h=U2U
n
1 h=U
n
1U2 h=V
n
1V2h=V$2V
n
1h.
It follows that (U1 , U2 , F) # U (V1 , V$2 , H), showing that U (V1 , V2 , H)
U (V1 , V$2 , H). The statement (v) is now verified, since, by (ii), it turns out
that U (V1 , V$2 , H)U (V1 , V2 , H). K
The main result for the case considered in this section is stated as
follows.
Theorem 3.2. Let H be a Kre@$ n space. Let V1 be a unitary operator on
H, and let V2 : D2  R2 be an isometry. Assume that the defect subspaces of
V2 , N2 and M2 , are Hilbert subspaces of H. Then:
(a) U (V1 , V2 , H){< if and only if (V n1V2 h, V2k)H=(V
n
1 h, k)H
for all n # N and h, k # D2 .
(b) Set
N$2=H 
n # Z
V n1 D2 , M$2=H 
n # Z
V n1R2 .
The mapping
G: U (V1 , V2 , H)  SV1(N$2 , M$2),
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given by
G(U1 , U2 , F)=PFM$2 U2(1&zP
F
FH U2)
&1 | N$2 ,
is, up to isomorphism, a bijection between U (V1 , V2 , H) and the class
SV1(N$2 , M$2).
(c) There is only one element in U (V1 , V2 , H), up to isomorphic
copy, if and only if any of the following conditions holds:
(I) N$2=[0];
(II) M$2=[0]
(III) if T # L(N$2 , M$2) is a contraction such that TV1 | N$2=V1T then
T#0.
Proof. If we assume that (a) holds, then the assertions (b) and (c) can
be proved with the aid of Lemma 3.1, from Theorem 2.5, (b) and (c). So
it is enough to show (a). The sufficiency is stated in Lemma 3.1
((3.1) O (v)). On the other hand, if there exists (U1 , U2 , F) #
U (V1 , V2 , H), then, for all n # N and h, k # D2 ,
(V n1 V2h, V2k)H=(U
n
1U2h, U2k) F =(U2U
n
1 h, U2 k) F
=(U n1h, k) F =(V
n
1h, k)H .
This completes the proof. K
4. Case 3
In this section V1 is no longer assumed to be a unitary operator on H.
Now both operators V1 : D1  R1 and V2 : D2  R2 are supposed to be
isometries, and their defect subspaces, N1 and M1 , N2 and M2 , are con-
sidered to be Hilbert spaces. We also assume that
V n1 D2 , V
n
1R2 D1 , n=0, 1, 2, . . ..
The hypothesis that N1 and M1 are Hilbert spaces implies, according to
Lemma 1.1, that U (V1 , H){<. We will see that the study of the sets
U (U1 , V2 , F), with (U1 , F) in U (V1 , H), leads to a description of
U (V1 , V2 , H).
The approach is based on the following two results.
Lemma 4.1. For any (U1 , F) # U (V1 , H), U(U1 , V2 , F)U(V1 , V2 , H).
Proof. Let (U1 , F) # U (V1 , H), and let (U 1 , U 2 , F ) # U (U1 , V2 , F).
Then F H is a Hilbert space, because F H=(F F) (FH)
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and both F F and FH are Hilbert spaces. Since U 1 | F =U1 , then
U 1 | D1=V1 . Also, by the relation U 1 | F =U1 , in view that F=n # Z U
n
1 H
and F =(n, m) # Z2 U n1U
m
2 F, it follows that F =(n, m) # Z2 U
n
1 U
m
2 H. From
the above, taking in account that U 2 | D2=V2 and U 1 U 2=U 2U 1 , we may
conclude that (U 1 , U 2 , H ) # U (V1 , V2 , H). K
Lemma 4.2. Given (U 1 , U 2 , F ) # U (V1 , V2 , H), define
F= 
n # Z
U n1H, U1=U 1 | F . (4.1)
Then (U1 , F) # U (V1 , H) and (U 1 , U 2 , F ) # U (U1 , V2 , F).
Proof. Let (U 1 , U 2 , F) # U (V1 , V2 , H), and consider F and U1 as in
(4.1). Since F H is a Hilbert space and HF, it follows that the
orthogonal complement of F is a Hilbert space, and, hence, a regular sub-
space. Consequently, F is a regular subspace of F , or, equivalently, F
itself is a Kre@$ n space in the inner product inherited from F . It is clear that
U1 is a unitary operator on F such that (U1 , F) # U (V1 , H) and
(U 1 , U 2 , F ) # U (U1 , V2 , F). K
We remark that the pair (U1 , F) associated with (U 1 , U 2 , F ) #
U (V1 , V2 , F) by (4.1) is the only element in U (V1 , H) such that
(U 1 , U 2 , F ) # U (U1 , V2 , F). Indeed, if (U$1 , F$) # U (V1 , H) and
(U 1 , U 2 , F ) # U (U$1 , V2 , F$), then U1$nh=U n1h=U
n
1h for all n # Z and
h # H. Whence F$=n # Z U$n1 H=n # Z U
n
1H=F and U$1=U1 .
In the following by (U 31 , F
3) we will denote the element in U (V1 , H)
determined by a given S(N1 , M1)-function 3(z) according to Lemma 1.2.
The symbols N32 and M
3
2 will be used to indicate the orthogonal
complements in F3 of n # Z U 3
n
1 D2 and n # Z U
3n
1 R2 respectively. If
(U1 , F) # U (V1 , H) and 3(z)=3(U1 , F )(z) is the S(N1 , M1)-function
associated with (U1 , F) by (1.1), then ,3 will be the unitary operator
which makes (U1 , F) and (U 31 , F
3) be isomorphic. That is, ,3: F  F3
is a unitary operator such that ,3 | H =1 and ,3U1=U 31 ,
3. Amongst the
elements in U (V1 , H) we will distinguish the minimal unitary dilation of
V1PHD1 by the symbol (U 1 , H ).
Now we are ready to present the main result of the paper. In the state-
ment, we freely use the notation introduced above.
Theorem 4.3. Let H be a Kre@$ n space. Let V1 : D1  R1 and
V2 : D2  R2 be two isometries on H whose defect subspaces, N1 and M1 , N2
and M2 , are Hilbert spaces. Assume that
Vn1 D2 , V
n
1R2 D1 , n0. (4.2)
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Then:
(a) U (V1 , V2 , F){< if and only if (V n1V2 h, V2k)H=(V
n
1 h, k)H
for all n # N and h, k # D2 .
(b) Consider the mapping
H: U (V1 , V2 , H)  {\3(z)2(z)+: 3(z) # S(N1 , M1), 2(z) # SU13(N32 , M32 )=,
given by
H(U 1 , U 2 , F )=\ P
F
M1
U1 (1&zPFFHU1)
&1 |N1
,3[PFM$2 U 2 (1&zP
F
F FU 2)
&1 | N$2] ,
3&1+,
where (U1 , F) # U (V1 , H) is the unitary extension of V1 associated with
(U 1 , U 2 , F ) by means of (4.1), and
N$2=N$2(U1 , F)=F 
n # Z
U n1D2 ,
M$2=M$2(U1 , F)=F 
n # Z
U n1 R2 .
Then H is, up to isomorphism, a bijection between U (V1 , V2 , H) and the
class
S={\3(z)2(z)+: 3(z) # S(N1 , M1), 2(z) # SU31(N32 , M32 )=.
(c) There is only one element in U (V1 , V2 , H), up to isomorphic
copy, if and only if any of the following conditions holds:
(I) N1=[0] and (n0V n1D2) 6 (n1 U
&n
1 D2)=H ;
(II) N1=[0] and (n0V n1R2) 6 (n1 U
&n
1 R2)=H ;
(III) N1=[0] and T#0 is the only contraction from
H n # Z U n1 D2 into H n # Z U
n
1 R2 that commutes with U 1 ;
(IV) M1=[0] and (n0V n1D2) 6 (n1 U
&n
1 D2)=H ;
(V) M1=[0] and (n0V n1R2) 6 (n1U
&n
1 R2)=H ;
(VI) M1=[0] and T#0 is the only contraction from
H n # Z U n1 D2 into H n # Z U
n
1 R2 that commutes with U 1 .
Some Remarks. We point out that, for any (U1 , F) # U (V1 , H), the
triple (U1 , V2 , F) is like those considered in Case 2. From this fact we get
some results which will be used along the proof.
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First we have that the relation
(U n1V2h, V2k)H=(U
n
1h, k)F , n # N, h, k # D2 , (4.3)
which plays a relevant role in the study of U (U1 , V2 , F), can be rewritten
as
(V n1V2h, V2k)H=(V
n
1h, k)F , n # N, h, k # D2 , (4.4)
since (4.2) holds and, hence,
U n1 V2h=V
n
1V2h, U
n
1h=V
n
1 h, n # N, h # D2 .
On the other hand, Lemma 3.1 may be applied to the triple (U1 , V2 , F),
and, whenever (4.3) holds, this yields an isometry on F, say
V$2=V$2(U1 , F), with domain D$2=D$2(U1 , F)=n # Z U n1D2 and range
R$2=R$2(U1 , F)=n # Z U n1R2 . If, in addition, (U1 , F) # U (V1 , H) is
determined from a given triple (U 1 , U 2 , F ) # U (V1 , V2 , H) by means of
(4.1), then (U 2 , F ) # U (V$2 , F) and, for N$2 and M$2 like in the statement,
F can be represented as F=D$2 N$2=R$2 M$2 .
Proof of Theorem 4.3. From the first of the above remarks and with
the aid of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, the assertion (a) can be easily proved, since,
by applying Theorem 3.2, (a), we get that U (U1 , V2 , F){< if and only
if (4.3) holds.
Next we show (b). Let (U 1 , U 2 , F ) # U (V1 , V2 , H), and let
(U1 , F) # U (V1 , H) like in the statement. If (U 1 , U 2 , F ) is viewed as
an element in U (U1 , V2 , F), then we may write H(U 1 , U 2 , F )=
(3(U1 , F )(z), ,
3G(U 1 , U 2 , F ) ,3
&1
), with 3(U1 , F )(z) as in (1.1) and G as in
Theorem 3.2, (b). From the relation ,3U1=U 31 ,
3 and in view that
3(U1 , F ) # S(N1 , M1) (cf. Lemma 1.2) and G(U 1 , U 2 , F ) # SU1(N$2 , M$2)
(cf. Theorem 3.2, (b)), it follows that H(U 1 , U 2 , F) # S. Let
(U $1 , U $2 , F $) # U (V1 , V2 , H) such that H(U $1 , U $2 , F $)=H(U 1 , U 2 , F ),
and let (U$1 , F$) be the unitary extension of V1 in U (V1 , H) associated
with (U $1 , U $2 , F $) by means of (4.1). Then
3(U$1 , F$)(z)=3(U1 , F )(z)
and, viewing (U $1 , U $2 , F $) as an element of U (U$1 , V2 , F$),
,$3G(U $1 , U $2 , F $) ,$3&1=,3G(U 1 , U 2 , F ) ,3
&1
,
where ,$3: F$  F3 is the unitary operator which makes (U$1 , F$) and
(U 31 , F
3) be isomorphic. From the first of the above identities, by
applying Lemma 1.2, we get that there exists a unitary operator ,
from F=n # Z U n1 H onto F$=n # Z U $
n
1H such that , | H =1 and
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,U 1 | F=U $1,. Let F 0 be the linear span of all the subspaces U m2 F, m # Z.
In a similar way, let F $0 be defined. Then FF 0 , and, since
F =(n, m) # Z2 U n1U
m
2 H, we get F 0=F . Analogously, F $0 can be shown
to be a dense subspace of F $ which contains F$. We claim that the
operator , can be extended to a weak isomorphism from F into F $ defin-
ing , on F 0 by means of
,U m2 f=U $
m
2 ,f, m # Z, f # F.
The claim is substantiated if we see that
(U $m2 ,f, ,g)F $=(U
m
2 f, g)F , m # N, f, g # F,
or, equivalently, that
PF $F$U $2(1&zU $2)
&1 , | F=,PFF U 2(1&zU 2)
&1 | F , (4.5)
for all those z # D such that 1&zU $2 and 1&zU 2 are completly invertible.
In the second of the above remarks we argued that by means of
(U 1 , U 2 , F ) we can define an isometry V$2 on F in such a way that
(U 2 , F ) turns out to belong to U (V$2 , F). Analogously, we have an
isometry V"2 on F$ such that (U $2 , F $) # U (V"2 , F$). So, (4.5) can be rewrit-
ten as
_(U $2 , F $)(z) , | F=,_(U 2 , F )(z), (4.6)
(cf. (2.1)), for z # D in the domains of holomorphy of _(U $2 , F $)(z) and
_(U 2 , F )(z). From the definitions and applying Lemma 2.2, we get that
_(U 2 , F )(z)=(V$2P
F
D$2
+G(U 1 , U 2 , F ) PFN$2)
_[1&z(V$2PFD$2+G(U 1 , U 2 , F ) P
F
N$2
)]&1 | F ,
for z # D in the domain of holomorphy of _(U 2 , F )(z). From this formula
and the corresponding version for _(U $2 , F $)(z), since V"2,=,V$2 , P
F$
D"2
,=
,PFD$2 , P
F$
N"2
,=,PFN$2 , ,$
3G(U $1 , U $2 , F $) ,$3
&1
=,3G(U 1 , U 2 , F ) ,3
&1
and
,$3,=,3, we obtain (4.6) and, hence, (4.5). This shows our claim. Now,
from the fact that FF 0 , since F F is a Hilbert space, we may con-
clude that , is continuous. It is clear that the extension of , to all of F
yields a unitary operator from F onto F $ which makes (U 1 , U 2 , F ) and
(U $1 , U $2 , F $) be isomorphic. In this way it is established that H is one-to-
one. To complete the proof of (b) we have to see that H is onto. Let
(3(z), 2(z)) # S. From 2(z) # SU31(N
3
2 , M
3
2 ) and by adapting Theorem
3.2, (b), we get a triple (U 31 , U
3
2 , F
3) # U (U 31 , V2 , F
3) such that
PF 3M32 U 2(1&zP
F 3
F 3FU 2)
&1| N32=2(z). On account of Lemma 4.1, we have
that (U 31 , U
3
2 , F
3) belongs to U (V1 , V2 , H). From Lemma 4.2 and the
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remark after its proof, we know that (U 31 , F
3) is the element in U (V1 , H)
determined by (U 31 , U
3
2 , F
3) by means of (4.1). It is then clear that
H(U 31 , U
3
2 , F
3)=(3(z), 2(z)).
Finally we show the assertion (c). First we note that the pair (0, 0),
where 0 denotes the operator-valued analytic function identically equal to
zero, is always an element in S. From this and making use of (b), we con-
clude that U (V1 , V2 , H) is constituted only by one element and its
isomorphic copies if and only if (0, 0) is the only element of S. On one
hand, we have that 0 is the only element of S(U1 , M1). According to
Lemma 1.2, this means that the minimal unitary dilation (U 1 , H~ ) of V1 PHD1
and its isomorphic copies are the unique unitary Hilbert space extensions
of V1 , or, equivalently, that either N1=[0] or M1=[0]. On the other
hand, we have that 0 is the only element in SU01(N
0
2 , M
0
2). From Theorem
3.2, (b), on account of (4.2), the claim in (c) follows. K
5. The Krei$ nLanger Problem in the Band
Let X be any nonvoid set. A function f : X&X  C such that
f (x&y)=f ( y&x) for all x, y # X, is said to be }-indefinite if and only if,
for any n # N and x1 , ..., xn # X, the form
:
n
j, k=1
f (xj&xk) *j *k, *1 , ..., *k # C,
has at most } negative squares and exactly } for some choice of
n # N, x1 , ..., xn # X.
A theorem due to M. G. Kre@$ n and H. Langer [KL] says that any con-
tinuous }-indefinite function on the interval X&X=(&2a, 2a), 0<a<,
can be extended to a continuous }-indefinite function defined on all of R
with the same indefiniteness index }. It is the aim of this section to show
that the result remains true if we replace the interval (&2a, 2a) by the band
(&2a, 2a)_R.
We have recourse to a standard construction which leads to a 6}-space,
two GrossmannLanger type generalized semigroups of isometries and a
unitary group. By a G GrossmannLanger type generalized semigroup in a
6} -space H, where either G=[0, ) with the usual sum and order in R
or G=[0, )_[0, ) with the usual sum in R2 and the order given by
(_, {)(_$, {$) def __$ and {{$, we mean a family (V#)# # G of operators
on H with the following properties:
(i) dom(V#) is a closed subspace of H, dom(V#)$dom(V#$) if
##$, and # # G[0] dom(V#)=H;
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(ii) dom(V0)=H, V0=1, and V#+#$=V#V#$ , in the sense that
F # dom(V#+#$) implies F # dom(V#$), V#$F # dom(V#) and V#+#$F=V#V#$ F.
A one-parameter GrossmannLanger type generalized semigroup (V_)_0
on H is said to be strongly continuous if and only if
(iii) for _0>0, F # dom(V_0) and _, _$<_0 , lim_$  _V_$ F=V_F.
One-parameter generalized semigroups were introduced in [GL].
Therein the authors show that with a strongly continuous one-parameter
GrossmannLanger type generalized semigroup (V_)_0 on a 6} -space H,
a linear operator B on H can be associated by setting
dom(B)={F # .# # G[0] dom(V#): lim_ a 0
1
i_
(V_F&F ) exists= ,
BF=lim
_ a 0
1
i_
(V_F&F ).
Moreover, the following holds:
(iv) if F # dom(B) & dom(V_+h), _0, h>0, then V_F # dom(B),
BF # dom(V_) and dd_V_ F=iBV_F=iV_BF;
(v) if each V_ is an isometry, then B is a symmetric operator.
Therefore, if each V_ is an isometry, the operator A=B , the so called
infinitesimal generator of (V_)_0 , is a closed symmetric operator on H.
On the other hand, it is known (see [Na]) that any strongly continuous
one-parameter unitary group (U{){ # R on a 6}-space H is represented as
U{=ei{A, where A is a selfadjoint operator on H, and, conversely, that for
each selfadjoint operator A on H there exists a strongly continuous one-
parameter unitary group (U{){ # R on H such that U{=ei{A. The operator
A is called the infinitesimal generator of (U{){ # R .
Now we are ready to tackle the Kre@$ nLanger problem in the band. In
the sequel f is a continuous }-indefinite function on (&2a, 2a)_R,
0<a<, and any continuous }-indefinite function f on R2 which extends
f and has the same indefiniteness index } is called a solution of the problem.
Lemma 5.1. Let K=Kf be the Toeplitz kernel on (&a, a)_R associated
with f, that is,
K((x, y), (u, v))=f (x&u, y&v), (x, y), (u, v) # (&a, a)_R.
For (x, y) # (&a, a)_R, set K(x, y)( } , } )=K(( } , } ), (x, y)). Then there exist
a reproducing kernel 6}-space (H, ( } , } )H ) whose elements are continuous
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complex-valued functions on (&a, a)_R and a two-parameter Grossmann
Langer type generalized semigroup of continuous isometries (V(_, {))_, {0 on
H such that:
(a) V(_, {)K(x, y)=K(x+_, y+{) if 0_<2a, {0, &a<x<a&_, y # R;
(b) H= [K(x, y) : (x, y) # (&a, a)_R].
Proof. The construction of (H, ( } , } )H ) can be found in [Sa]. In the
case we are concerned with, the elements of H turn out to be continuous
complex-valued functions on (&a, a)_R.
For (_, {) # [0, )_[0, ), set:
E(_, {)=[0], F (_, {)#0,
if _2a, and
E(_, {)={F= :
m
j=1
ajK(( } , } ), (xj , yj)): m # N, aj # C, xj # (&a, a&_)=,
F(_, {)= :
m
j=1
ajK(( } , } ), (xj+_, yj+{)),
if _<2a. As in [BM] it can be seen that the relations
F # E(_, {) [ F(_, {) # H
yield a family of continuous isometries V(_, {) on H, dom(V(_, {))=E(_, {),
such that (a) and (b) hold. In this case, (V(_, {))_, {0 is a two-parameter
GrossmannLanger type generalized semigroup on H. K
The above Lemma is valid for }-indefinite functions on R2, but, instead
of a two-parameter GrossmannLanger type generalized semigroup, a two-
parameter unitary group is obtained.
A two-parameter unitary group (V (_, {))_, { # R L(F) is said to be a
Hilbert space extension of a given two-parameter GrossmannLanger type
generalized semigroup of isometries (V(_, {))_, {0 on H if F is a 6}-space
with the same negative index } as H containing H as regular subspace,
and V (_, {) | dom(V(_, {))=V(_, {) for all _, {0. The extension is called minimal
if F=[V (_, {) K(0, 0) : (_, {) # R2]. Two minimal Hilbert space extensions
(V (_, {))L(F) and (V $(_, {))L(F$) are said to be isomorphic if there
exists a unitary operator ,: F  F$ such that , | H =1 and ,V (_, {)=
V $(_, {), for all (_, {) # R2.
Lemma 5.2. There exists a bijective correspondence, up to isomorphism,
between the minimal Hilbert space extensions of the two-parameter
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GrossmannLanger type generalized semigroup associated with f and the
solutions f of the Kre@$ nLanger problem in the band.
Proof. Let (V(_, {))_, {0 be the two-parameter GrossmannLanger type
generalized semigroup on H associated with f according to Lemma 5.1.
Let (V (_, {))_, { # R L(F) be a minimal Hilbert space extension of
(V(_, {))_, {0. Set
f (x, y)=(K(0, 0) , V (x, y)K(0, 0))F , (x, y) # R2.
By Lemma 5.1, (a), since V (_, {) | dom(V(_, {))=V (_, {) for all _, {0, we have
that K(x, y)=V (x, y) K(0, 0) for all (x, y) # (&a, a)_R. From this and by the
reproducing property, it can be shown that f is an extension of f to all of
R2. It is also readily seen that f has the same indefiniteness index } as f.
Assume that (V (_, {))L(F) and (V $(_, {))L(F$) are two minimal
Hilbert space extensions of (V(_, {)) such that
f (x, y)=(K(0, 0) , V (x, y)K(0, 0))F
=(K(0, 0) , V $(x, y)K(0, 0))F$=f $(x, y), (x, y) # R.
The relations
V (_, {)K(0, 0) [ V $(_, {)K(0, 0) , (_, {) # R2
yield a unitary operator , form F onto F$ which clearly satisfies ,| H=1
and ,V (_, {)=V $(_, {),.
It remains to show that the correspondence is onto. Let f be an extension
of f to R2 with the same indefiniteness index }. As we already remarked,
Lemma 5.1 can be applied to f to get a two-parameter unitary group
(V (_, {))_, { # R on a 6}-space F. We have that the kernel K =Kf associated
with f is a reproducing kernel for F, K (x, y)=V (x, y)K (0, 0) for all (x, y) # R2,
and F=[K (x, y) : (x, y) # R2], where K (x, y)=K (( } , } ), (x, y)), (x, y) # R2.
Since f is an extension of f and in view of Lemma 5.1, (b), from the rela-
tions
K(x, y) [ K (x, y) , (x, y) # (&a, a)_R
we get an isometry everywhere defined on H that allows us to identify
(H, ( } , } )H) with a regular subspace of (F, ( } , } )F ). By means of this
identification, we can see that (V (_, {))_, { # R L(F) is a minimal Hilbert
space extension of (V(_, {))_, {0. K
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Let (V (_, {))_, { # R L(F) be any Hilbert space extension of the two-
parameter GrossmannLanger type generalized semigroup (V(_, {))_, {0 on
H associated with f. Then, according to Lemma 5.1,
H= [V (_, {)K(0, 0) : (_, {) # (&a, a)_R].
Thus, if G= [V (_, {)K(0, 0) : (_, {) # R2], then HG. From this, since
}&(F)=}&(H)=}, if follows that G is a regular subspace of F. It is
immediate that (V (_, {) | G )_, { # R L(G) is a minimal Hilbert space exten-
sion of (V(_, {))_, {0 . Therefore, without lost of generality, we may assume
that any Hilbert space extension of the GrossmannLanger type
generalized semigroup associated with f is minimal.
Next we state the main result of the section.
Theorem 5.3. Let f : (&2a, 2a)_R  C be a continuous }-indefinite
function, and let K=Kf be the related Toeplitz kernel on (&a, a)_R. Let H
be the reproducing kernel 6}-space associated with K, and let (V(_, {))_, {0
be the two-parameter GrossmannLanger type generalized semigroup of
isometries on H associated with f. Denote by A1 the infinitesimal generator
of the one-parameter unitary group (U{){ # R ,
U{=V(0, {) , {0, U{=U &1&{ , {<0,
and by A2 the infinitesimal generator of the one-parameter Grossmann
Langer type generalized semigroup (T_)_0 , T_=V(_, 0) , _0. Then:
(a) The Kre@$ nLanger problem in the band is solvable and the solution
is unique if and only if no nonzero function of the form F(x, y)=
F(0, y)e&i‘ x, ‘ # C, ‘{‘ , belongs to H.
(b) If the solution is not unique, there exist =0 , ‘0 # C, |=0 |=1, ‘0 {‘0 ,
such that, for some h00, the relation
i |

0
eixzf (x, y) dx
=
1
‘0&z {1+
‘0&‘0
‘0&z
[1&;(z)(V2 PHD2+3(;(z)) P
H
N2
)]&1=
_K(0, 0) , K(0, y)F , Im z>h0 ,
establishes a bijection between the set of solutions f and the class of functions
3(z) # SV1(N2 , M2), where Vi is the Cayley transform of Ai with respect
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to =0 , ‘0(i=1, 2), D2=ran(A2&‘0), R2=ran(A2&‘0), N2=HD2 , M2=
HR2 and
;(z)==0
‘0&z
‘0&z
, Im z>h0 .
Proof. We remark that U{ is a unitary operator for each {0 and that
T_ is a continuous isometry for each _0. So, if U{=U &1&{ for {<0, then
(U{){ # R is a strongly continuous unitary group, and, on the other hand,
(T_)_0 is a strongly continuous one-parameter GrossmannLanger type
generalized semigroup of continuous isometries. If A1 is the infinitesimal
generator of (U{){ # R and A2=B2 that of (T_)_0 , then A1 is a selfadjoint
operator on H and A2 a closed symmetric operator on H.
Commutation Property of A1 and A2 . If G # dom(B*2) then, for all { # R
and H # dom(A1), (U{B2*G, H)H=(B*2G, U&{H)H , so that
 dd{ U{B*2G, HH=(B*2G, &iA1U&{H)H .
From this we may conclude that
G # dom(B*2) implies B*2G # dom(A1) and iU{A1 B*2G=
d
dt
U{B*2G. (5.1)
If F # dom(B2), set _(F )=sup[_>0: F # dom(T_)]. Then, for all 0_<_(F ),
F # dom(T_); moreover, T_F # dom(B2), B2 F # dom(T_) and dd_ T_F=
iB2T_F=iT_B2 F. Also, for all { # R and 0_<_(F ), U{F # dom(T_) and
U{T_F=T_U{F, so that U{F # dom(B2) and, furthermore,
B2U{F=lim
_ a 0
(T_U{ F&U{F )=U{BF. (5.2)
Thus, for all { # R and G # dom(B*2), (B2 U{F, G)H=(F, U&{B*2G)H .
Hence, according to (5.1), (dd{ B2 U{F, G)H=(F, &iU&{A1B*2G)H .
From this we get that
{F # dom(B2) implies F # dom(A1), A1F # dom(A2)and iA2A1U{F=dd{ B2U{F. (5.3)
Therefore, by (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3), we have
iU{ A1B2 F=iU{A1B*2 F=
d
d{
U{B*2F=
d
d{
U{B2F=
d
d{
B2U{F=iA2A1U{F.
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In particular, at the point {=0, we obtain
A1B2 F=A2A1 F.
Consequently,
{F # dom(B2) implies F # dom(A1), A1F # dom(A2)and A1B2F=A2A1F. (5.4)
Let F # dom(A2). Then (F, A2F ) belongs to the graph of A2 , that is,
to the closure of the graph of B2 . Hence there exists a sequence
[Fn]dom(B2) such that (Fn , B2Fn) converges to (F, A2F ) in H2. Thus,
for all G # dom(A1),
(A2F, A1G)H= lim
n  
(B2Fn , A1G)H= lim
n  
(A1B2Fn , G)H .
From the above we may conclude that
A2F # dom(A1) and (A1A2F, G)H= lim
n  
(A1B2Fn , G)H ,
for all G # dom(A1).
This says that dom(A2)dom(A1A2), where A1A2 is a closable operator
on H. A Theorem due to Ho rmander (see, for instance, [Yo, II.6,
Theorem 2]) may be applied in this situation to get
&A1B2(Fn&Fm)&JC(&B2(Fn&Fm)&2J+&Fn&Fm&
2
J)
12, n, m # N,
with C a positive constant and J a fixed fundamental symmetry on H.
Consequently, A1B2 Fn converges in H. We may therefore conclude that
F # dom(A2) implies A2F # dom(A1) and A1 A2F= lim
n  
A1B2Fn . (5.5)
But, according to (5.4), A1 B2 Fn=A2 A1Fn , so that
A1A2F= lim
n  
A2A1 Fn . (5.6)
From (5.2) it can be seen that if G # dom(B*2) then, for all { # R,
U{G # dom(B*2) and B*2U{G=U{B*2G. Then, by (5.1),
d
d{
B*2U{G=
d
d{
U{B*2 G=iU{A1 B*2G.
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From this, by applying (5.5), we have that, for all H # dom(A2),
(iU{A1B*2 G, H)H= dd{ B*2U{G, HH
=G, dd{ U&{A2 HH=(G, &iU&{A1 A2H)H .
In particular, at the point {=0, we get
(A1B*2 G, H)H=(G, A1A2H)H .
We then have that
G # dom(B*2) implies G # dom(A1), A1G # dom(A*2), B*2G # dom(A1)
and A1B*2 G=A*2A1 G.
In particular, dom(B*2)dom(A1). Applying Ho rmander Theorem once
again, we obtain that
&A1(Fn&Fm)&JD(&B2(Fn&Fm)&2J+&Fn&Fm&2J)12, n, m # N
where D is a positive constant. Hence, there exists F0 # H such that
limn  A1Fn=F0 . So, according to (5.6), (A1Fn , A2A1Fn) converges to
(F0 , A1A2F ). Therefore, (F0 , A1A2F ) belongs to the graph of A2 or, equiv-
alently, A1A2 F=A2F0 . On the other hand, F # dom(A1) and A1 F=F0 ,
since, for all G # dom(A1),
(F0 , G)H&(F, A1G)H= lim
n  
(A1Fn , G)H&(F, A1 G)H
= lim
n  
(Fn , A1 G)H&(F, A1 G)H=0.
It follows that A1 A2F=A2A1F. The above shows that A1A2=
A2A1 |dom(A2) , in the sense that
{F # dom(A2) implies F # dom(A1), A1 F # dom(A2), A2 F # dom(A1)and A1A2F=A2A1F. (5.7)
The Defect Indices of A2 . Let H=H+H& be a fundamental de-
composition of H and let P\ be the orthogonal projections of H onto
H\. We know (see [IKL]) that H& can be assumed to be a subspace of
dom(A2) and that A2 can be represented as
A2=C2+D2 |( dom(A2) & H+H& )
: \dom(A2) & H
+
H& + \
H+
H&+ ,
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where
C2=\A
++
2
0
0
A&&2 +=\
P+A2 | dom(A2) & H+
0
0
P&A2 |H&+
is a closed symmetric operator on the Hilbert space (H, (J } , } )H), and
D2=\ 0(A&+2 )*
A&+2
0 +=\
0
(P+A2 | H&)*
P+A2 |H&
0 +
is a finite-dimensional operator everywhere defined on H.
Denote by 8+ and 8& the sets of complex numbers which are not eigen-
values of A2 in the open upper and lower half plane, respectively. Then the
defect indices of A2 are given by
n\=dim(ran(A2&‘)=)=dim(ran(C2&‘)=), ‘ # 8\.
Let W be the linear operator defined by WF=i xF for those F # H
belonging to dom(W)=[F # H: xF(x, y) exists in H and xF=G for
some G # H]. It can be seen that W=A*2 . Therefore the defect indices of
A2 are given by
n\=dim(ker(W&‘ )), ‘ # 8\.
From the fact that the general solution of the equation WF=i xF=‘ F
on the band (&a, a)_R has the form F(x, y)=F(0, y) ei‘ x, it follows that
the defect indices of A2 are to be 0 or 1. Since F(x, y)=F(0, y) e&i‘ x # H
if and only if G(x, y)=F(&x, &y)=F(0, &y) e&i‘x # H, we conclude that
n+=n&.
We have to distinguish two cases: first, when n+=n&=1 and, secondly,
when n+=n&=0.
The Case when n+=n&=1. Let ‘ belong to 8+. If F=F ++F & #
ran(A2&‘)= and F{0, then it can be readily checked that F &=
(‘ &A&&2 )
&1(A&+2 )* F
+. Thus
(F, F)H=(F +, F +)H
+( (‘ &A&&2 )
&1(A&+2 )* F
+, (‘ &A&&2 )
&1(A&+2 )*F
+)H
=&F +&2J&&(‘ &A&&2 )&1(A&+2 )* F +&2J
\1&&(‘ &A&&2 )&1&2 :
}
j=1
&A&+2 Fj&2J+ &F +&2J ,
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where [Fj]}j=1 is a base of H
& such that (Fj , Fk)H=&$jk(1j, k}).
Since
&(‘ &A&&2 )&1&2= :
}
j=1
&(‘&A&&2 )&1 Fj&2J ,
we choose ‘0 # 8+ such that
1&\ :
}
j=1
&(‘0&A&&2 )
&1 Fj&2J+\ :
}
j=1
&A&+2 Fj&
2
J +C0>0,
in order to assure that (F, F)HC0&F +&2J>0 and, therefore, that
ran(A2&‘0)= is a Hilbert subspace of H. In view that A&&2 is selfadjoint
in both the Hilbert space (H&, &( } , } ) H |H &) and the Kre@$ n space
(H&, ( } , } ) H | H &), the choice of ‘0 turns out to be suitable to assure that
also ran(A2&‘0)= is a Hilbert subspace of H.
Assume that ‘0 as above is neither an eigenvalue of A1 . Fix a complex
number =0 such that |=0 |=1, and let Vi be the Cayley transform of Ai with
respect to =0 , ‘0(i=1, 2). Then V1 is a unitary operator on H, V2 is a
continuous isometry on H with domain D2=ran(A2&‘0) and range
R2=ran(A2&‘0) such that the defect subspaces N2=HD2 and
M2=HR2 are Hilbert subspaces of H, and
(V1&=0) H=(V2&=0) D2=H. (5.8)
On account of (5.7), it is readily obtained that V1V2=V2V1 | D2 . In par-
ticular, we have that D2 and R2 are V1-invariant. In other words, the triple
(V1 , V2 , H) is like those considered in Case 1 with H a 6} -space.
According to Theorem 2.5, (a), there exist a 6} -space F containing H
as regular subspace with }&(F)=}&(H)=}, and two unitary operators
U1 , U2 # L(F) such that U1 | H =V1 , U2 | D2=V2 , U1U2=U2U1 , and
F=n # Z U n2H. From the last relation and on account of (5.8), it can be
seen that (Ui&=0) F=F (i=1, 2). Then the inverse Cayley transforms of
U1 and U2 with respect to =0 , ‘0 , say A 1 and A 2 , can be defined. Moreover,
A 1 and A 2 are selfadjoint operators on F, and ‘0 is neither an eigenvalue
of A 1 nor of A 2 .
Set
U {=ei{A 1, T _=ei_A 2, {, _ # R.
Then (U {){ # R and (T _)_ # R are one-parameter unitary groups on F.
Furthermore, for all {, _ # R,
U { |H =U{ , T _ | dom(T_)=T_ ,
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and
T _U {=U {T _ .
Therefore, the unitary operators
V (_, {)=T _U { , (_, {) # R2,
yield a Hilbert space extension (V (_, {))_, { # R of (V(_, {))_, {0. The extension
may be supposed to be minimal, in which case, according to Lemma 5.2,
it provides a solution of the Kre@$ nLanger problem in the band.
The Case when n+=n&=0. We have that both A1 and A2 are selfad-
joint operators on H. Therefore, by setting T _=ei_A2, _ # R, we get a one-
parameter unitary group (T _)_ # R on H such that
T _| dom(T_)=T_ , _0.
On account of (5.7), we also have that
T _U{=U{T _ , _, { # R.
Thus, the unitary operators
V (_, {)=T _U{ (_, {) # R2,
yield a two-parameter unitary group on H which satisfies
V (_, {)| dom(V(_, {))=V (_, {) , _, {0.
The function
f (x, y)=(K(0, 0) , V (x, y)K(0, 0)) H , (x, y) # R2,
is shown to be the unique solution of the Kre@$ nLanger problem in the
band. To conclude the proof of (a), we remark that n+=n&=0 if and only
if there is no nonzero function of the form F(x, y)=F(0, y) e&i‘ x, ‘ # C,
‘{‘ , belonging to H.
Characterization of the Solutions. We notice that the solution is not
unique if and only if n+=n&=1. We already showed that in that case
there exist =0 , ‘0 # C, |=0 |=1, Im ‘0>0, such that, if Vi is the Cayley trans-
form of Ai with respect to =0 , ‘0(i=1, 2), then the triple (V1 , V2 , H) is like
those considered in Case 1 with H a 6}-space. We also saw that, for any
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minimal commuting unitary Hilbert space extension (U1 , U2 , F) of
(V1 , V2 , H), the Cayley transform A i of Ui with respect to =0 , ‘0 can be
defined and turns out to be a selfadjoint operator on F whose point spec-
trum does not contain ‘0(i=1, 2). From A 1 and A 2 , by setting V (_, {)=
ei_A 2ei{A 1, (_, {) # R2, we get a two-parameter unitary group which is a
Hilbert space extension of (V(_, {))_, {0. Conversely, let (V (_, {))_, { # R 
L(F) be a Hilbert space extension of (V(_, {))_, {0. Consider the operators
T _=V (_, 0) , _ # R, and U {=V (0, {) , { # R. Then there exist two selfadjoint
operators A 1 , A 2 on F such that U {=ei{A 1, T _=ei_A 2, {, _ # R. Clearly, A 1
and A 2 are selfadjoint extensions of A1 and A2 , respectively. From the fact
that ‘0 is not an eigenvalue of A1 , since A1 is selfadjoint, we can easily con-
clude that ‘0 is not an eigenvalue of A 1 either. We claim that ‘0 is neither
an eigenvalue of A 2 , so that F # F verifies A 2F=‘0F if and only if F=0.
Let A 2F=‘0 F. Since ‘0 {‘0, it follows that (F, F)F=0. On the other
hand, since A 2 is an extension of A2 , then in the decomposition of F as
the sum F=H+H0 , with H # H and H0 # FH, we have that
H # ran(A1&‘0)==M2 . By the fact that both M2 and FH are Hilbert
spaces, we conclude that (F, F)F=0 if and only if F=0, which shows the
claim. It follows that the Cayley transform Ui of A i with respect to =0 , ‘0
may be defined (i=1, 2). We have that (U1 , U2 , F) is a commuting
unitary Hilbert space extension of (V1 , V2 , H). We may always assume
that (U1 , U2 , F) is also minimal, that is, F=n # Z U n2H, since
G=n # Z U n2 H can be shown to be a Kre@$ n space with the same negative
index as H and (U1 | G , U2 | G , G) can be shown to be a minimal commut-
ing unitary Hilbert space extension of (V1 , V2 , H). The above discussion
shows that, in the case that n+=n&=1, there exists a two-parameter
unitary group (V (_, {))_, { # R L(F) that is a minimal Hilbert space exten-
sion of (V(_, {))_, {0 if and only if there exists a minimal commuting
unitary Hilbert space extension (U1 , U2 , F) of (V1 , V2 , H). From this, in
view of Lemma 5.2, we conclude that the solutions f of the Kre@$ nLanger
problem in the band may be described in terms of the triples
(U1 , U2 , F) # U (V1 , V2 , H).
We know that, for any (U1 , U2 , F) # U (V1 , V2 , H), the pair (U2 , F) is
a minimal unitary Hilbert space extension of V2 , that is, (U2 , F) #
U (V2 , H), and that the unitary operator U1 on F=n # Z U n2H is deter-
mined by (U2 , F) by the relations U1 U n2H=U
n
2V1 H, n # Z, H # H.
Hence, we may characterize the solutions f of the Kre@$ nLanger problem
in the band in terms of the pairs (U2 , F) # U (V2 , H).
It can be seen, by adapting the proof given in [GL], that
i |

0
eixz f (x, y) dx=( (A 2&z)&1 K(0, 0) , K(0, y))F , Im z>h0 ,
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for some h00, where A 2 is the Cayley transform of U2 with respect to
=0 , ‘0 , for (U2 , F) # U (V2 , H). A computation, as those presented in
[DMS], yields the equality
(A 2&z)&1=
1
‘0&z {1+
‘0&‘0
‘0&z
[1&;(z)(V2PHD2+3(;(z)) P
H
N2
)]&1=,
where ;(z)==0(‘0&z)(‘0&z), Im z>h0 , and 3(‘)=PFM2 U2(1&
‘PFFHU2)
&1| N2 , ‘ # D. Now (b) is obtained from a direct application of
Theorem 2.5, (b). This completes the proof of the Theorem. K
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